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- Communicating Results and Elaborating Feedback -

Frank Kline
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pecial education differs from
regular education in that it requircs

intensiVeJpecifi c, personalized and explicit
instruction. However, pressure is being placed
on special educators to provide services to the
sarne number and type of students with less
time. The Regular Education Initiative and the
deemphasis on pulling students out of the
regular classroom may result in fewer
instructional hourd available for special
education services. In addition, special
education students suffer from an increasing
gap between the skills they have acquired and
the expectations in the regular classroom. The
appropriate use of feedback can help students
master skills more quickly and thus provide
some relief from that pressure. Furthermore,
the feedback provided to special education
students should parallel the elements of special
education instruction.

Feedback can be divided into two parts:
(a) communication of results to students
regarding their performalce on a given item,
and (b) elaborated feedback. information about
how or why an item is corect or incorrect.

Communicating results can be accomplished
in several ways. The teacher can inform the
student when an item is correct, when an item
is incorect. or both. The most effective
method includes information about the
incorect items. This may be done by marking
only the incorrect items, or marking the correci
items with one symbol and the incorrect items
with another. Methods that present the
information in a symbolic manner that can be
easily explained and understood (e.g., check
marks or the use of ones for correct items and
zeros for incorrect items) seem to be more

effective.
The literature is not so clear about how to

provide elaborated feedback. However, at least
two conclusions can be drawn from research in
related areas. First. feedback should be
provided in a manner that does not fault the
student for the error, A teacher can say "There

is an error in item six" as easily as "You have
made an error in item six," This subtle
difference in attribution may make the
feedback less threatening. Second, the
elaborated feedback conference can be used to
help students take more responsibility for their
own enor moniloring. Providing a consistenl
conference structure, cueing the student to
provide as much of the feedback as possible
ard to participate actively in the conferenca,
combined with charting progress over time and
setting goals for subsequent lessons can help
transfer the responsibility to the student.

Providing Feedback
In general, feedback should be provided as

soon as possible after the student response.
The closer the feedback is to the student
response, the more likely it is to have an effect
on subsequent lessons. There is also some
evidence that feedback immediately before a
subsequent practice effort can act to cue corect
performance on that lesson. Teacher and
student interaction during both steps of the
process can set the stage for future progress.
The ligure on page 3 provides a checklist of
teacher behaviors critical during the
feedback process,
Communicating Results

The first step in providing knowledge of
results is to grade the assignment. It is critical
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@onrtdued from pg. 1)
to have explicitly stated criteria for

evaluation of the student's product or
performance. Strategies within SIM
provide criteria for student behavior,
for example, the Paraphrasing
Srateg) is explicit about the
requirements for a paraphrase. Too

often what makes an assignment
correct is not apparent to the student.
This tums the assignment into a
guessing game. As the assignment rs
reviewed, it must be marked so the

student can decipher which items are
incorrect.

After the assignment is graded, the
student should check it for careless
errors. A shon review is enough to
find enors resulting from careless
work or poor proofreading. When the

student has made any coreqtions
possible, the assignment should be
returned to the teacher so that
preparations for elaborated feedback

can be made.
Elaborated Feedback

The key to providing quality

elaborated feedback is an analysis of

the erors a student mal(es. This error
analysis is accomplished by grouping

erors ofa similar type together. The
teacher then examines the classes of

e oIS (i.e., punctuation,
capital ization r the sludent has madc

"feedback immediately
before a subsequent
practice effort can act to
cue correct performance
on that lesson."

and decides which type of error to
discuss in the feedback conference.
This decision should be made so that

the greatest possible influence is
made on the student performance.

Thus, a type of error which is frequent
and which can be mastered easily b-
the student would be a good selection
for elaborated feedback.
Conference Procedures

The conference (Refer to
Strategram,Yol.2, No. 1 for more

information on conferencing) is
opened with a discussion of the
positive aspects of the student's
performance. The student should
provide as many of the positive
comments as possible (i.e., " I used
capitals correctly three times in that
paragraph!"). Next, the teacher
discusses the pafiicular type of erlor
selected for feedback by examining
the items in the assignment which
arc examples of that type of error
(i.e. "There are three errors in the
use of commas in this story.").
When the type of error has been
described, lhe teacher can model the
application of the skill or concepf
which wil l correct thal type of enor.
lnil ially. teachers should provide dre
model; however, the student should
become involved in the model
through teacher prompting. Belbre
the session ends, the student should
have an opportunity to practice
app ly ing  the  concept  o r .k i l la t  leas t
onca correctly. This is different
from many feedback conferences.
Many teachers provide feedback bY
examining each error as it occurs on
the page rather than as it relates to
other errors.
Using the Feedback

Evidence that the student is
accepting and using the feedback
may be assessed through both
nonverbal and nonverbal behaviors,
Nonverbal student behavion to note
include appropriate eye contact,
facial expressions, and posn[e,
Verbally. lhe studenl can sho\.\ lhe)
are using the feedback provided by
asking questions and providing
paraphrases of the teacher's
statements during the conference.
At the end of the conference, the
student should be asked to set a goal

for performance on the next practica.

If the goal is written on the next
practice sheet or placed on a note
clipped to the next reading
assignmenl the itudenl can revieu i l
immediately before the next lesson
Thus, the student reviews the most
recent feedback before the next

"Recent research has
shown that elaborated
feedback can reduce the
number of trials required
for a student to reach
mastery on the simple
sentence controlled
practice by more than one
third."

lesson. Throughout the feedback
conference the teacher should provide
prompts and cues as needed to help the

student participate independently.

Conclusion
These feedback procedures take

inshuctional time. However, fot those
students experiencing difficulty with a
particular concept, the time spent on
feedback can make significant
differences in how quickty they
progress. For example, recent research
has shown that elaborated feedback can
reduce the number of trials required for
a student to rcach mastery on the
simple sentence controlled practice by
more than one third. The extm five to
seven minutes required for each
conference results in significant saving
of instructional time. Quality feedback
conferences can help to build the
students' own critical skills so that they
will be more able to monitor their own
9ITOTS.
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Examoles 1 1 2 1 3

Score the product Grade each item working the conect items with a "+" and the
rnconect items with a "-".

Categorize the enors Note similarities in eno (i.e., the student is consistently
misidenti$,ing helping verbs or compound verbsl.

Retum the product
for conections*

Retum the worksheel and ask the student
to review it for careless errors.

Examples l l l 2 1 3
Review the corrections* Look over the worksheet for ary

collectlons.

Revise enor categories if necessary

hovide/Elicit positive feedback
Pinpoint/Elicit 3 successes
Make/Elicit summary statement

"What have you done well on the sheet?" or"I like the way you capitalized all the
proper nouns. This shows improvement!"

hovide/El icit conective feedbacl,
Specify/Elicit one error category
Review/Elicit rule/concept
Model/Prompt apptcation

"Can you see any similarities in the enors on
this sheet?" "Notice that most of the
enors are in the S &V column and all of
those are misidentification of helping verbs.'"Let me show you a way to fix that.' "You

try it on number _."
Set goals
Elicit paraphrase of what student will do
Prompt goal writing
Check the completed goal statement

"What should be focused on in the next
lesson?"
"Please write that at the top of the next
sheet".

Provide closure
Praise appropriate applications
Make statement of positive expectations

"You were able to do ir conectly rhis lasl
try! Im sure thar ifyou do ir in rhe next
trial, you will reach rnastery."
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Classroom Activities
from Sue KropP

Sue Kropp is an elemenlary
resource room teacher (K-6) in
Grandview, Missouri. Sue
received her undergraduale
degree in learning disabilities from
Missouri Valley College in
Marshall, Missouri. She earned
her Master's degree from Central
Missouri State University also in
learning disabilities. Sue is aclive
in NEA and ACLD.
Sue has implemented the

Sentence Writing, Word
ldentification, Paraphrasing and
P aragraph Writi ng Strateg ies.
She believes lhe strategies can be
easily adapted into the classroom
and modif ied for any qrade level.

In addition, Sue has successfully
introduced the strategies in the
lower elementary grades (1-3).
Sue has developed a dice game

that she uses {or all grade levels
to reinforce PENS. The game
proceeds as follows:

The teacher writes the four basic
sentence formulas on lhe dice.

When the dice are rolled by the
student, the student must write a
sentence that matches the formula
rolled. The student receives
points for matching the sentence
formula and for finding and
marking the correct subject and
verb. The leacher should model
good sentence writing bY writing a
good sentence along with the
student. The student receives an
extra point if he/she correctly
identifies whelher the teacher has
matched the {ormula on the dice
and correctly identifies the subject
and the verb in the teacher's
sentence.
An example ol a chart that may
be used lor this activity is
provided below.

Sentence Formula Chart

M O D I F I C AT I O N S M O D I F I C AT I O N S M O D I F I C
Camilla Wolak (Stockton, California) has

adapted the Error Monitoring Score Sheet,
the Controlled Practice Score Sheet and the
Error Monitoring Progress Chart for easier
understanding and use by her students.
She has modified the Controlled Practice
Score Sheet to reflect language that she
actually uses with her students. The original
terms were not easily understood. Camilla
also inserted the dot and the square on the

score sheet to help students transpose
scores to the Controlled Practice Progress
Chart. The modified Controlled Practice
Score Sheet can be seen on Page 5.

On the Error Monitoring Progress Chart,
the number of errors per word can be
converted to positive percents instead of the
negative-goal decimals. The positive
approach is better psychologically and
better parallels the previous progress charts.
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Student's Name:

V}

Lesson No.:

These were
correct, but you

circled them

Mistakes
not found

Percentage ol
Mistakes found

Mastery = No more than 1
nonerror in each category

E
20

xloo= l--l"o
Mastery=

90o/o or above

It was correct,
but you tried

to fix it

Percentage of
Mistakes Corrected

Mastery = No more than 1
nonerror in each category

Mistakes not
corrected

xloo = f--l'l
Mastery=

90o/o or above

20 20
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Structured Implementation
Activities for the Strategies

Intervention Model
Phases I & II

by

Keith Lenz, Frances Clark
Cecil Mercer, and Merle Mazzarino

OVERVIEW

This article and adjacent charts (See pgs. 7 & 8)
will focus on providing objectives and activities to
assist teachers in establishing their sequence for
implementaton of the Strategies Intervention
Model. Teachers' may initially learn one strategy
but lack the techniques for broadening the
approach and establishing a sirategic classroom.
The objectives and activlties described in this
article and adjacent charts have been divided into
four phases of development.

The first phase focuses on activities designed to
introduce the teacher to the implementa$on of at
least one learning strategy. The second phase
focuses on broader imPlementation efforts and
begins to focus on activities thai Promote the
development of a strategies-oriented classroom.
The activities in the third and fourth phases focus
on total program development and comPonent
integration.

Each phase represented in the charts is divided
into specific objectives along with related
activities. The activities that a teacher may
implement are listed under each obiective. Phases
I and II activities are often part of what a teacher
should consider during the first and second year
of SIM implementation. Phase III and IV activities
are usually initiated after basic issues have been
addressed and should be considered within the
first five years of SIM implementation. While

Poignant Thoughts

discretion in choosing activities from any phase
that may aid SIM imPlementation.

STRATEGIES INTERVENTION MODEL
IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

PFIASE I

The purpose of PHASE I is to focus attention on
the implementation of one strategy exactly as it is
described in the manual. The majority of teachers
will complete this phase during the initial haining
in strategies instruction. During PHASE I, the
teacher will meet the key objectives through
implementation of related activities as shown on
the chart on page 7.

PI-IASE II

After the specific objectives in PHASE I have been
completed, the teacher is ready to begin PHASE II
activities. The objectives and activities in PHASE II
address broader program development issues in the
strategies class. While continued implementation
and expansion of strate8y instruction is critical, other
components of a strategies Program must be
implemented. Most teachers achieve some of the
PHASE II objectives during the initial training in the
SIM. However, most of the objectives i.n this phase
should be accomplished during the first two years of
implementation. Teachers often find ii helpfu1 to
develop a Strategies ImPlementation Notebook to
record development activities and to insert many of
the materials that result from program develoPment
activities. PHASE II obiectives along with examples
of activities that may be used in the phase are
provided on pages 7 and 8.

PHASES I and II concentrate on the initial
implementation of the SIM through the first two
years of use of the learning strategies. In Strategram,
Vol. 2, No. 5, PFIASES III and IV will be discussed
along with objectives and examples of activities to
assist in continued growth of the Strate8ies
Intewention Model.

-.._No man can deliaer the goods if his hesrt is heaaier thnn the load.
Frank Irtting Fletcher

-The starting point of all achieaement k desire.
Nnpoleon HiII

- The only limits arc always those of aision.
]ames Broughton
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STRATEGIES INTERVENTION MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
OBIECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES

Phase I
Objectives Examples of Activities

Phase II

Objectives Examples of Activities

1. Teach at least one learning
stra tegy through generaiizd tion
via group instruction.

Implement a learning strategy that you have been trained in
frorn the Learning Strategies Curriculurn with a group of at least
five students who meet the entry criteria specified foi the
stlaregy.

2. Use the steps of
acquisition and generalization
specified in the learning
strategies instructional manual
to teach learning strategies.

Follow the instructional procedures as they are written as
you implement the lear-ning strategy. Don,t read the scripts in
the book, rather know the scripts well enough so you can
paraphrase them. Learn to follow the procedures and lead the
lesson without reading from the rn.t-r,.rul; ho*err.r, the manual
should be available as a ready reference.

3. Use student folders and
self-managerlent procedures
for recording student progress
and rnanaging student learning.

Follow the procedures in the instructor's manual for
managing students' products (i.e., folders, scoring, charting,
goal setting, etc.).

1. Maintain instruction in two or
more learning strategies to
students via gioup instruction.

For each strategy you teach, develop an instructional unit
tha t  ind ica tes  u5e o f  the  s t ra tegy  to r  c la i l y  teach ing .  fh is  may
include: (a) tearing apart the book and inserting it in a binder for
easy use, (b) highlighting key instructional phrises, procedures
or activities, (c) developing creative ideas for implementation of
the strateeies.

2. Develop a weel long inst ruc-
tional unit on goal setting and
monitoring and teach to
students.

Explain the need for goal setting procedures described in each
strategy. Model how goal setting will be done. Have students
practice-goal setting on a typical skill (i.e., learning the meaning
and spelling of a new vocabulary word). Give students
written and verbal summaries of the steps retated to goal setting.

3 .  Deve lop  an  jns t ruc t iona lun i t
on  char l ing  progress  in  learn ing
s t ra leg ies  dnd teach to  s tudents .

Explain the concept of shared responsibility for students,
perforrnance. Explain the value and methods of self-
rnanagement. Present the overall classroorl management svstern.

4. Begin to reduce the arnount oI
content area material provided
to the students in the learning
strategies program.

Discuss student schedules and opportunities for home study
t ime5.  Cont rac t  w i th  s tudents  fo r  the  cor rec t  use  o f  th is  t ime.
Develop a monitodng system to assist students in checking
readiness and student use of tirne. Discuss the rnonitoring system
with parents.

5. Promote the generalization of
learnin8 strategies to at least
one regular classroom setting
for each student.

Identify at least one regular classroorn setting for each student
in  wh ich  genera l i zd t ion  migh t  be  ach ieved-  Teach the  s ludent
the strategy through generalization, contact the teachers and
cooperatively plan with them to determine ways to evaluate
dnd prompt student use of the strategy.

(continued on pg. 8)
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Objectives Examples of Activities
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6. Integrate at least four critical
teaching behaviors associated
with learning strategies into
the teaching routine.

Insert procedures related to the use of four critical teaching
behaviors irt the lesson plans. Make notes in each strategy
manual about the use of organizers, group focusing, corrective
feedback, and insfructional practice.

7. Develop and implement a
cooperative planning system in
order to promote awareness of
learning strategies and promote
strategy generalization.

Create a file system of the characteristics of various regular
classrooms in which generalization is sought. Write and
distribute a two page summary of the approaches and methods
taught in the learning strategies class. Develop ongoing
communication and planning system with content teachers.

8. Demonstrate an effective
classroom operating system for
managing instructional group-
ings, prornoting student self-
management of progress,
handling behavior problems,
evaluating student products,
and providing individual
feedback to students.

Write a description outlining instructional groupings and a
system for managing student progress, student self-management,
and student self-control. Teach the system to students as an
instructional unit and give students feedback on implernentation
of the system.

9. Develop and implement a
parent communication system
related to student progress in
the learnin8 stra tegies program.

Write and distribute a summary of the learning strategies
program for parents. Develop a horne cornrnunication systern
whlch deals with progress, self-management,
and self-control. Develop a form showing gains on key learning
strategy measures that can be sent to parents.

10. Develop a teacher support
system to provide support and
feedback.

Establish a peer coaching system with another teacher or
supervisor trained in the SIM. If another teacher is not
available in your school you may pair up with another teacher
outside your school or share videotapes or written products
with another teacher via the rnail.

11. Wdte an implementation
plan detailing the development
of the learning strategy
program for the next two years.

Develop an implementation plan outlining the key
development steps that are to be achieved over the next two
years. Identify four to six objectives for each year. For each
obiective identify two to three activities. For each objective
describe the benefits to be received by students, teachers, and
rrarents.
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